Monday April 30, 2018  10:30am Postsecondary (Adults)  1:30pm Secondary (High School)

Orientation, Resumes, Facials, Oral contests

Judges present an orientation and collect the resumes. Once the judges collect the resumes, the contest will begin with the Facial procedures. Once the Facials are completed the Oral contest will begin. Each contestant will meet one at a time to have their oral evaluation with the judges. Contestants may talk about their makeup interpretation or inspiration for their Fantasy Makeup character.

Tuesday May 1, 2018  8:00am. ALL Contestants

Written Exam, Story about Fantasy Makeup Interpretation, and Makeup Application contest

Judges will collect contestant’s stories/ fantasy makeup interpretations. Once stories are collect. Judges will hand out written exams to the Estheticians/ Contestants. Models will change into their robes while their Esthetician takes the written exam. Once the written exam is completed, students may begin setting up for the makeup contest. The makeup contest will begin with day time makeup. Once the daytime makeup is completed and judges have scored the competitors, The Fantasy Makeup Contest will begin. The “Fantasy Makeup” is judged on the makeup application. Once judges have completed scoring the Fantasy Makeup, contestants and models will be escorted to the restroom to change into their costumes.

The Parade of Characters will begin!!!!

A debriefing will be held immediately after the parade.

Students are dismissed after the debriefing.